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AUTUMN SALE 2017 - CABOURG 
A Buoyant Market for the Ready to Run Category 

 

 

 

The 2017 Autumn Sale that took place in Cabourg generated an overall turnover of 
€1,636,000, up 30% from last year’s auction. The average price ended up at €9,976, with the 
median (€6,500) also following the same positive curve. 

 
From the two sections of the sale, the first day (Tuesday, November 7) for horses-in-

training was particularly buoyant, with a 70% clearance rate for an average of €12,400. The 
market on the second day (breeding stock), was a little slower.  
 
 

Horses in Training: €100,000 for EASY CASH 
 

The top price at the sale came for the very well-bred three-year-old colt EASY CASH 
(READY CASH). Consigned by Philippe ALLAIRE, EASY CASH will join the trainer 
Stephane CINGLAND.  

 
Also presented by Philippe ALLAIRE, FLOWER POWER (LOVE YOU), a two-year-

old filly out of the semi-classic performer BE MY GIRL, went the way of Elodie MANGEARD 
(Ecurie DELO) for €60,000. FANTASTIC FILLY (ATLAS DE JOUDES) was bought by M. 
Valentin PIAN (an owner with Christophe MIRANDEL) for €44,000, while EARLY MORNING 
(COKTAIL JET) was knocked down for €42,000 to the Ecurie STIHL. 
 
The horses that were part of the MORATALLA dispersal were all sold with the exception of 
ESHALLA (TIMOKO) that was led unsold for €14,000. BAHAMAS (GOETMALS WOOD) 
made the highest price when selling for €42,000. The son of PIN UP DE LA LOGE will be 
trained by Patrice TOUTAIN. 
 

The overall figures for the sale were: 
Turnover €1,193,500, 70 % clearance rate. Average price: €12,434. Median: €8,000. 

 
 
 

Breeding Stock: €32,000 for ARIANE D’URZY 
 

A day where the market proved to be more tricky than the horses-in-training section, 
the breeding stock session was clearly affected by overproduction underlined by the large 
number of mares offered with high covering fees that consequently deterred investors. 

 
However, several lots also sold well, not least the top price of the day, ARIANE D’URZY 
(PRINCE GEDE). A mare that had been highly thought of as a two-year-old, and whose first 



foal of the same age recently qualified in 1’17.  Offered in foal to the popular SCIPION DU 
GOUTIER, the sister to the classic UNION D’URZY was bought for €32,000 by Thomas 
BERNEREAU who wishes to cover her with CASH AND GO in the spring. 

 
Sold in foal to CARAT WILLIAMS, TON HISTOIRE (LEGS DU CLOS), a sister to CŒUR 
BARROQUE and BONNE COPINE went the way of Philippe BARBE (SCEA du 
BEAUMANOIR) for €30 000. 
 

The overall figures for the sale were: 
Turnover €442,500, 51,55 % clearance rate. Average price: €6,500. Median: €5,000. 

 

 
 

Next sale: 
Prix d’Amerique Sale 

January 25 & 26 - Vincennes 
 
 

 

 
For further information & catalogues 

www.arqana-trot.com 
01.41.12.08.00 
02.31.81.81.00 
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